15 May ‘20 - Minutes

The Junior Researcher Association - board meeting

Date: 15 May 2020

Time: 12:00 - 13:30

Venue: Online meeting

Expecting: Eva Egelyng Sigsgaard, Oda Bjørke, Byurakn Ishkhanyan, Birgit Bonefeld

1. Minutes from April - approved

2. Events

   a. IDA event - the slides are sent out to everyone who participated. Eva recorded the presentation. Oda will put up a post up on social media to document the event, and offer to send out the recorded presentation to anyone interested.

   b. Going abroad:

      i. Possible dates: First week of June (ask the speakers what days they would prefer, Monday is a holiday).

      ii. Content: Main challenges/advantages, main thoughts on going abroad. We should ask the speakers what they think is most relevant.

      iii. Short introduction from the JRA? Or from someone else with a better overview? From Research Support for instance. Eva will write them an email and ask if they would be willing to contribute.

      iv. A possible challenge to address: not being an EU-citizen.
3. Social media
   a. The group vs. the page. The dedicated people are part of the group.
      For important posts, we should post using both the page and the group.
   b. Diversity post - need English material. Byurakn will follow up on this.

4. The diversity conference - update from Birgit?

5. Corona situation for postdocs
   a. Oda will make a Facebook post regarding the DM article.